Individual Donors

- **BDT 10** can educate 1 individual on COVID-19

- **BDT 27** can purchase agriculture produce from a rural farmer redistributed to provide 3 meals to 1 individual

- **BDT 6,500** can provide a vulnerable community access to a portable handwashing station

- **BDT 1,22** can provide handwashing materials for 1 individual

- **BDT 1,350** can provide 1 PPE set to 1 frontline worker

- **BDT 5,000** can support shelter and food for 10 children for 2 weeks
BDT 50,000 can support shelter and food for 100 children for 2 weeks

BDT 1,000 can educate and raise awareness on COVID-19 amongst 100 individuals

BDT 1,500 can purchase agriculture produce from a rural farmer which can then be redistributed to sustain a family of four for two weeks

BDT 6,500 can enable a vulnerable community to access a portable handwashing station

BDT 1,220 can provide handwashing materials for 1,000 individuals

BDT 4,130 can provide one PPE set to a frontline healthcare professional working with COVID-19 patients in isolation units and ICU.

BDT 9,500 will ensure treatment for a COVID-19 patient in the isolation unit for one day

BDT 42,000 will ensure treatment for a COVID-19 patient in the ICU for one day